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Sip-Based Unified Messaging
Message Handling Made Easier
In an environment of heightened competition and increasingly complex business communications, message
handling just got easier and more cost-effective thanks to Coral SeaMail from Tadiran Telecom. SeaMail can
help your company increase productivity and improve customer satisfaction by consolidating voicemail
and email into a single inbox. Newly designed, this robust SIP-based messaging application provides a full
range of functionality via a telephone or computer.

Two Versions to Fit Every Application
There are two versions of the SeaMail messaging system – Basic and Enterprise. The SeaMail Basic version
provides advanced features at an entry level price, while the Enterprise version has the capacity and flexibility to
handle larger applications with the ability to add optional features like fax handling, speech recognition, and 
Text-to-Speech.

Access to Voicemail and Email from Anywhere
Both SeaMail solutions offer advanced unified messaging features that can be accessed from any phone
or computer. Since the SeaMail interface is SIP-based it does not require special cards to link callers to the
voicemail system, and the installation can reside as an embedded application on the switching platform. 

Coral SeaMail

Cross Platform Solution
The embedded SeaMail application is Linux-based and can run on a Coral Sea Softswitch server as well as
on the main board of the Coral IPx Office. Note that some advanced features that require high processing
power are only available when SeaMail is run on the Coral Sea Softswitch.

Performance and Adaptability
Whether you add employees or decide to enhance your system with unified communication features, SeaMail
can easily adapt to meet your organization’s needs. The system can be managed from any computer via its
browser-based interface (in the Sea Softswitch) or a local client (in the IPx Office), helping administrators
more efficiently handle the demands of a dynamic business environment.



Business Benefits
Single Unified Inbox - Access and manage voice
and email from your favorite email inbox.

SIP-Based Integration - Greatly reduced hardware
requirements and universal installation potential
result in lower costs and increased flexibility.

Browser-Based Mailbox Manager – Modify
greetings, security codes, notification, groups,
and conversation preferences via your computer.

Integration with Microsoft Outlook and POP3
email client applications with real-time IMAP
synchronization between users email and voice
mailboxes.

 Multiple Auto attendant routing trees.
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Coral SeaMail

Improve Responsiveness
and Efficiency

Mailbox Properties Settings

Mailbox Usage Report

IVR-like scripting capability.

Handling of fax messages (requires support of 
T.38 in the gateway).

Advanced Optional Applications (available with
the Enterprise version on the Sea Softswitch).

Text-to-Speech for Email - Reads emails to the
user when accessing the system from a telephone.

Voice Recognition - Callers can select the
destination for their calls by speaking the name
of the required user instead of keying an
extension number.  Other commands and
responses to system prompts may also be giv-
en by speech rather than number keying.
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About TADIRAN TELECOM ltd. 
Tadiran Telecom is an established innovator in telecommunications for more than 40 years. A leading,
global IP business telephone and communications supplier, Tadiran serves businesses and organizations of
all sizes with a comprehensive family of products, including IP PBXs, contact centers, IP telephones, and
mobility and desktop applications. Tadiran distributes IP communications solutions to some of the world’s
largest companies and organizations across 41 countries through authorized Business Partners.

About Us

Israel 
Tadiran Telecom Ltd.
18 Hasivim Street, PO Box 7607
Petach Tikva, 49170 Israel 
Tel +972-3-9262000 
Fax +972-3-9262310

Russia 
Tadiran Telecom Ltd. 
125 Warshvskoe Shosse,
Moscow, 117587, Russia
Tel/Fax  +7-495-7750855

China 
Tadiran Telecom Ltd.
Room 2101, Bui lding 10, 
Jianwai SOHO, 39 East 3rd-Ring Road
Chaoyang Distr ict 
Bei j ing 100022, China 
Tel  +86-10-58696418 
Fax +86-10-58696421

USA 
Tadiran Telecom Inc.
265 Executive Drive, Suite 250 
Plainview, NY 11803 USA 
Tel +516-632-7200 
Fax +516-632-7210

Ukraine 
Tadiran Telecom Ltd.
4 Vinogradnyi per., Office 41
Kiev, Ukraine 
Tel/Fax + 38-044-2532830

India 
Tadiran Telecom Ltd.
Shanti Chambers, 11/6 B, Pusa Road
New Delhi 110 005 India 
Tel +91-11-25850446/25854212
Fax +91-11-25789399

Visit us at our website: www.tadirantele.com
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